
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade 3–5 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
These are unprecedented times. Just as school winds down and summer is ramping up, 
things have been upended. We know you are dealing with emotions and having 
conversations about social injustice, staying safe in a pandemic, and other heavy topics. 
Be sure to check out the Free Resources page at hmhco.com/blog for Social Studies 
and Social-Emotional Learning content that may be useful. We remain dedicated to 
helping your family learn and stay connected this summer in the midst of turmoil. 
  
This week we are exploring The Great Outdoors! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read A Nation of Parks 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Compare & Contrast, Text & Graphic Features, or Respond & 
Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch Saving the Kemps Ridley Sea Turtle 

Extend the fun by having your child find out more about sea turtles or other 
endangered animals. 
You may also have them create their own video about saving an animal. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write an Opinion Paragraph 
Extend the activity by having your child give a presentation of their writing. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Natural Wonders 
Extend the activity by having your child research a different natural wonder. 
  

● Project Friday: Make a National Park Brochure 
Extend the activity by having your child act out a visit to the national park or write 
a journal entry about an imaginary visit. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 

https://www.hmhco.com/blog
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2


❍  Compare & Contrast ..................................... 4


❍  Text & Graphic Features ................................ 6


❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 8


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Comprehension Quiz


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Text Structure


Text and Graphic Features (NF)


Genre: Informational Text


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• The National Park Service 


cares for hundreds of 


protected areas in the United 


States, including U.S.  


National Parks.


• National parks were created 


so that their natural beauty 


would not be changed and so 


that all Americans could enjoy 


them forever.


• The national parks represent 


many different ecosystems 


and include natural wonders 


such as canyons, mountains, 


volcanoes, and glaciers. 


Key Vocabulary


historic (p. 2)


treasured (p. 2)


symbol (p. 2)


canyons (p. 4) 


geysers (p. 4) 


pressure (p. 5)


vent (p. 5)


glaciers (p. 8)  


dazzling (p. 8)  


crater (p. 18)


petrified (p. 18)


inhabit (p. 20)


Idiomatic Expression


in charge (p. 2)


National parks are protected 


areas that the U.S. government 


has set aside to preserve their 


natural environments and 


wildlife. Inside these parks, 


visitors will find information 


centers, lodges, campsites, and 


well-marked trails. Park rangers 


lead tours, answer questions, 


and present educational 


programs.


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL O  OVERALL RATING Moderately Complex


GENRE Informational Text


WHY THIS TEXT?


This text introduces students to a sampling of the many national parks in the United 


States, focusing on the different sizes of parks as well as the climates and natural 


features in each. Vibrant full-page photos highlight the natural wonders of each park. 


Maps, captions, and diagrams support and enhance the text.


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Landforms canyons (n.), crater (n.), glaciers (n.)


1A Nation of Parks
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GENERATE INTEREST


• What do you expect to see in a park?  


• What can you do at a park?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• canyons (n.), crater (n.), glaciers (n.)


Key Ideas & Details


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• What is the National Park Service?


• The National Park Service . . . is a group that is in 


charge of caring for all national park areas in the 


United States.


• park that all Americans could enjoy . . . keep its 


natural beauty from being changed


English Learner Support


Spanish cognates: parque (park),  


nacional (national)


2–5


What is the National Park Service? (a group that cares for 


national parks and other protected areas throughout the United 


States) Why were the national parks created? (to protect 


the natural beauty for all people to enjoy)


Guide Point out that all section titles in the text are 


questions. Explain that reading to answer the questions will 


help students find the most important ideas in the text. Talk 


with students about the kinds of information they expect to 


find in each section.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The United States is a big country with many cultures, 


landforms, climates, and ecosystems, and our parks 


represent all of those things.


English Learner Support


Explain that trivia are small bits of interesting 


information that are also called “fun facts.”


6–9


How are the national parks different from one another? 


(They represent all the different ecosystems of the United States 


and include a variety of different landforms.)


Create a Visual Begin a web with Natural Wonders in the 


center circle. Label each outer circle with the name of a natural 


wonder and the park where it is found. Add to the web as 


students continue to read.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• one of the hottest places on Earth . . . also the driest 


place in North America


• roots that reach down 50 feet . . . small leaves and 


stems that do not let water escape


English Learner Support


Contrast the words flowering and nonflowering 


for students. Point out that the prefix non- 


means “not.”


10–11


Why is it amazing that there is life in Death Valley? (Death 


Valley is very hot and dry.)  How have plants adapted to life 


there? (They use their roots, leaves, and stems to find or trap 


water.)


Discuss Talk with students about the challenges plants and 


animals would have living in such a dry and hot place. Why do 


you think this place is called Death Valley?
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Inside the caves are beautiful rock formations . . .  


long, thin stalactites hang from the ceiling, and 


stalagmites rise from the floor.


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support 


Use the photo to help clarify what a cavern is.


14–15


What are the caves in Carlsbad Caverns National 


Park like? (They have beautiful rock formations, including 


stalactites and stalagmites, and are home to many bats.)


Guide Remind students that good readers use details 


from the text and photos to understand what authors 


want them to learn in informational texts. What can you 


learn from the photo that you didn’t learn from the text?


TEXT EVIDENCE


• is one of the biggest canyons in the world 


• has some of the biggest, oldest trees in the world


English Learner Support 


 ■  ■  ■  Does Sequoia National Park have trees or 
canyons?


 ■  ■  Which park has the biggest, oldest trees?


 ■  What makes Sequoia National Park special?


16–17


What is the Grand Canyon? (one of the biggest canyons 


in the world) What natural wonders can be found in 


Sequoia National Park? (some of the biggest and oldest 


trees in the world)


Discuss Talk with students about what makes each of 


these parks special. Why would the government be willing 


to protect these places?


TEXT EVIDENCE


• A petrified forest is a forest of trees from long ago that 


have turned into stone. There are no living trees 


English Learner Support


Multiple-meaning word: petrified


18–19


Why does Petrified Forest National Park look like a 


desert? (All the trees have turned to stone.)


Guide Explain that one of the meanings for the word 


petrify is “to turn wood into stone.” Ask students to find 


text details that help them visualize what it looks like in 


the petrified forest. What is different about stone trees and 


living trees? Why would stone trees look like a desert?


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Every park is different, so each offers different 


activities.


• Whether you want to . . . there is definitely a national 


park for you! 


22–23


The author states that every national park is 


different. Why is that good for visitors? (Each park 


offers different kinds of features and activities for visitors.)


Reread Have students identify and read aloud the 


different kinds of activities that people can do in 


national parks. 
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How does the author organize information to help readers understand how places are alike and different?


Compare & Contrast


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant  


Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Are all national parks the same?


• Our national parks are actually very different!


• many cultures, landforms, climates, and ecosystems 


English Learner Support


Spanish cognates: especial (special),  


diferente (different)


2–6


What type of parks does this text tell about? (national 


parks) What do you learn about the parks on page 6? 


(Different parks have different features.) 


Guide Explain that authors organize information 


based on what they want readers to understand. Have 


students find the words same and different on page 6. 


Point out that these words are clues that the author will 


compare and contrast. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The Wrangell-St. Elias . . . is the biggest national park 


in the U.S. Six Yellowstone National Parks could fit 


inside of it!   


English Learner Support


Help students understand the phrase has the 


most by grouping classroom objects and asking 


which group has the most.


8–9


What makes the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park 


special? (It is the largest in the United States.) How does 


the Wrangell-St. Elias park compare to the size of 


Yellowstone? (It is six times bigger than Yellowstone.) 


Reread Have students find another comparison on  


page 8 (the number of parks in Alaska and California). 


What do the two comparisons tell you about the size and 


number of national parks in different states?


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Death Valley National Park . . . is one of the hottest 


places on Earth.


• 134 degrees F . . .  is the highest temperature 


• also the driest place in North America 


English Learner Support


Explain that the ending -est in the words hottest 


and driest means “the most.”  Then define  


the words. 


10–11


What makes Death Valley National Park different 


from other national parks? (It is the hottest and driest 


park.) What is the highest temperature recorded in 


Death Valley? (134 degrees F)


Create a Visual Make a T-chart with the headings 


National Park and Special Features. Have students add 


information about each park as they read.
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Denali is the highest mountain peak in North America.


• The tallest is Longs Peak. It is . . . as tall as 11 Empire 


State Buildings!


• has 2 mountain peaks that exceed 4,000 feet. These 


mountains are older than Denali or Longs Peak.


English Learner Support 


Explain that the Empire State Building is a very 


tall building in New York City. At one time, it was 


the tallest building in the world.


12–13


How does Longs Peak compare to the Denali 


mountain peak? (Denali is taller.) How does Longs Peak 


compare to the Empire State Building? (It’s the height 


of 11 Empire State Buildings.) How do the Blue Ridge 


Mountains compare to Denali and Longs Peak? (The 


Blue Ridge Mountains are shorter but older.)


Reread Have students reread for words with the 


endings -er and -est. Explain that words such as highest, 


tallest, and older signal comparisons. Encourage students 


to use these words as they compare the mountains.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Much of Carlsbad Caverns National Park in New 


Mexico is underground. Carlsbad is one of the biggest 


series of caves in the world.


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Compound word: underground


14–15


What makes Carlsbad Caverns different from other 


national parks? (Much of it is underground. It has huge 


underground caves and is famous for its bats.)


Reread Have students read aloud details that tell about 


Carlsbad Caverns’s special features. Encourage students 


to use the photos to identify details as well.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Sequoia National Park . . . has some of the biggest, 


oldest trees in the world.


• A petrified forest . . . turned into stone.


English Learner Support 


 ■  ■  ■  Which park has stone trees?


 ■  ■  Trees in Sequoia National Park are . 
Trees in Petrified Forest are .


 ■  What are the trees like in each park?


16–18


How is Sequoia National Park different from 


Petrified Forest National Park? (Sequoia has living trees. 


In Petrified Forest, trees have been turned to stone.)


Create a Visual Be sure all students understand the 


meaning of petrified in this context. Talk about how the 


Sequoia and Petrified Forest National Parks are alike  


and different. Create a Venn diagram to compare the  


two parks.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• there is definitely a national park for you 


22–23


Think about all the national parks you’ve read 


about. Which one would you most like to visit? Why? 


(Answers will vary.)


Discuss Talk about the different activities people do in 


national parks. Then have each student choose a park to 


visit. Have students tell how each chosen park is different 


from other parks in the book.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How do text and graphic features help readers understand information in the text?


Text & Graphic Features


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant  


Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• TABLE OF CONTENTS CLUES


English Learner Support


Point out the question mark at the end of 


each section title and make sure that students 


understand that this punctuation mark signals a 


question. Model reading a few of the questions 


with appropriate intonation.


Table of Contents


What do you notice about the section titles? (They 


are all questions.) How do the questions help readers? 


(The questions show what answers, or key ideas, will be 


provided in each section.)


Create a Visual Discuss what the section titles reveal 


about the book’s content and organization. Explain that 


the questions are a type of text feature. Then begin a 


T-chart to list important text or graphic features and how 


they add to readers’ understanding of the topic.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• DIAGRAM CLUES


English Learner Support


Have students point to the water spraying 


upward in the photo and in the diagram. Explain 


that to burst means “to come out in a hard and 


fast way.”


5


What do you learn from the diagram and its caption? 


(what causes a geyser) What heats the underground 


water? (hot rocks)


Guide Help students compare information about 


geysers in the text and in the diagram. Read aloud each 


sentence of the caption. Have students point to parts of 


the diagram that relate to each piece of information. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


• Biscayne National Park 


English Learner Support


Guide students, as needed, to look up 


ecosystems in the glossary. Make clear that an 


ecosystem is all of the living things in an area.


Multiple-meaning word: park


6–7


Why did the author include this photo? (to show what 


the coral reef at Biscayne looks like and what fish live there) 


How do you know which park the photo shows? (The 


heading at the top tells the name of the park.)


Discuss Tell students that authors often use a different 


kind of type to show emphasis or to indicate a title. 


Point out the gold oval background used for the photo 


heading. Then have students identify the bold word 


ecosystems on page 6 and then read its definition in the 


glossary. How does the photo show one example of an 


ecosystem?


6
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Alaskan National Parks


• MAP CLUES


English Learner Support 


 ■  ■  ■  Are the parks on the map green or yellow?


 ■  ■  The parks on the map are .


 ■  How do you know where the parks are on  
the map?


8–9


What do you learn from the map? (which national parks 


are in Alaska; their size; their location in the state) Which 


two Alaskan national parks are above the Arctic 


Circle? (Kobuk Valley and Gates of the Arctic)


Guide Help students understand the information 


readers can get from the map. What are the dark green 


areas? How do you know? What information do you get 


from the map that you could NOT get from a list of the 


national parks in Alaska? 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support 


Spanish cognates: estalactitas (stalactites), 


estalagmitas (stalagmites)


15


How does the photo help you understand the 


difference between stalactites and stalagmites? 


(It shows that stalactites hang from the cave ceiling. 


Stalagmites grow up from the floor.) 


Discuss Prompt students to tell what they can learn 


from the photo. Why are the words stalactites and 


stalagmites in bold type in the text? How does that help you 


understand what each feature is? 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


• The General Sherman Tree is one of the biggest living 


things in the world!


English Learner Support 


Some students may not be familiar with the 


word feet as a measurement. Measure a length 


of 36 feet to demonstrate the tree’s width.


16–17


What does the photo help you understand about 


the General Sherman Tree? (The photo shows the size of 


the tree. The person and the fence are tiny compared to the 


huge tree.)


Guide Point out that the person in the photo helps 


viewers understand the size of the tree. Have students 


cover the bottom of the photo. Why is it harder to 


understand the tree’s size without the person in the picture? 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• What is the only place in the world where alligators 


and crocodiles live together?


English Learner Support 


Explain that trivia refers to a game in which 


people answer questions about minor or 


unimportant details.


20


What is the purpose of the box labeled National Park 


Trivia? (to ask interesting questions about the parks) Why 


is the text in red upside down? (It answers the question; 


to make the answer a little bit difficult to see)


Reread Have volunteers read aloud the question and its 


answer. Why is the trivia box separate from the main text?
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1741325


Hands-On Activity


Be a Ranger for a Day


• Play the role of a park ranger 


at a national park near you. 


• Use the Internet to learn 


about the park. Use 


information and photos 


to write a “tour” of an 


interesting feature in  


the park.


• Give your class the “tour.” 


Invite your tour group to 


comment and ask questions.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that students will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


GENERATE INTEREST


• What did you find most interesting about the national parks?  


• What makes national parks important?


Respond & Extend


Research Connection


Natural Wonders


• Choose a type of natural 


wonder mentioned in the 


text. You might choose a 


canyon, geyser, volcano, 


crater, mountain, or cave.


• Learn about the landform 


you chose. What are its 


features and parts? What 


makes it a natural wonder? 


Where are some interesting 


examples of it located?


• Draw a diagram and/or map 


to share what you learn.


Response Writing


1. Write a journal entry to tell 


about a day you spent in one of 


the national parks in the text. 


Describe what you saw and 


what you did in the park.


2. Write an opinion 


paragraph about why it 


is important to protect our 


national parks. Give reasons for 


your opinion, and use details 


from the text to support them.  


Project


Make a National Park 


Brochure


• Choose a national park you 


read about. 


• Use information from the 


text and other sources to 


make a travel brochure 


about the park. Provide 


information about its 


location, size, history, and 


special features.


• Include maps, illustrations, 


or photos. Include some 


trivia, too!


Vocabulary & Language


Compound Word Equations 


• The national park name 


Yellowstone is a compound 


word. Find other compound 


words in the text and list 


them.


• Choose two or three words. 


Write an equation to show 


how each compound word  


is formed, for example: 


yellow + stone = Yellowstone. 


• Illustrate each part of the 


compound word equation.
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